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Abstract
Nonlinear normal modes (NNMs) are widely used as a tool for developing mathematical mod-
els of nonlinear structures and understanding their dynamics. NNMs can be identified experimen-
tally through a phase quadrature condition between the system response and the applied excitation.
This paper demonstrates that this commonly-used quadrature condition can give results that are
significantly different from the true NNM, in particular when the excitation applied to the system
is limited to one input force, as is frequently used in practice. The system studied is a clamped-
clamped cross beam with two closely-spaced modes. This paper shows that the regions where the
quadrature condition is (in)accurate can be qualitatively captured by analysing transfer of energy
between the modes of the system, leading to a discussion of the appropriate number of input forces
and their locations across the structure.
Keywords: nonlinear normal modes, phase quadrature, force appropriation, energy transfer,
nonlinear dynamics.
1 Introduction
The dynamics of a nonlinear structure is often characterised by the presence of interactions between
the different degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the system. Such interactions arise from the presence of
nonlinear coupling terms in the equations of motion, which, contrary to the case of linear systems,
cannot be completely removed by a transformation of coordinates that results in a set of independent
oscillators. In structural dynamics, DOFs can be associated to particular modes of vibration. Inter-
actions between modes can lead to energy transfer between different parts of a structure, which can
jeopardise structural integrity [1]. Conversely, modal interactions can be exploited to improve de-
sign performance, for example, in vibration absorbers [2], high-performance frequency dividers [3],
as well as a number of micro- and nano-mechanical devices [4]. Investigating the presence of such
interactions is therefore key for understanding the dynamic behaviour of many nonlinear structures.
The theory of nonlinear normal modes (NNMs) has been successfully used to analyse and predict
the presence of modal interactions in nonlinear structures [5–7]. NNMs can be defined as families
of periodic oscillations of a conservative (i.e. undamped) system [8]. NNMs generally do not have
the convenient mathematical properties that linear modes have, such as orthogonality [9]; neverthe-
less, they still correspond to invariant properties which can be used to interpret a number of important
nonlinear phenomena, such as localisation [10], mode bifurcations [11], energy transfer [12, 13], iso-
lated responses [14, 15] and modal interactions. NNMs can also trace the evolution of the resonance
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frequency of a damped, harmonically-forced system [8], which is valuable from an engineering per-
spective because this is where displacements are often maximum and the structure is at the greatest
risk of failure.
The relationship between NNMs, which are conservative properties, and the response of a damped,
forced system occurs when the phases of the external input forces and the phases of the responses of
the structure are in quadrature, i.e. when they have a phase difference of 90 degrees. At quadrature, ex-
ternal input forces exactly counterbalance the internal damping forces and hence the system responds
as the underlying conservative system [16]. This phase quadrature condition is very attractive because
it enables the identification of the NNMs of a system through the experimental testing of the physical
structure [17–19]. Identified NNMs can, in turn, be exploited for parameter estimation [20] and dam-
age detection [21], compared to theoretical predictions for model updating and validation [22–24] or,
simply, for monitoring the evolution of the resonance frequency and amplitude of the response.
The mathematical derivation of the phase quadrature condition usually relies on three major assump-
tions. First, the damping in the structure is considered to be linear (although some forms of nonlinear
damping can be considered [18]). Second, the applied excitation is multi-harmonic and each of its har-
monics is in phase quadrature with the corresponding harmonic in the response. Finally, the excitation
is applied to all the DOFs of the structure. For structures that behave essentially like SDOF oscilla-
tors with small modal couplings, a single-point, single-harmonic excitation may provide an accurate
estimation of the NNMs. However, this is no longer the case for structures where strong couplings
between modes exist. For instance, in Ref. [25], a third harmonic component was added to the applied
excitation in order to capture the NNMs of a doubly-clamped beam featuring a 3:1 modal interaction.
In this paper, we investigate the case of a structure with two closely-spaced modes, leading to a 1:1
modal interaction. This is representative of a number of structural applications, including complex
industrial structures with high modal density [26] and structures with (broken) symmetries [27]. It is
shown that the spatial distribution of the excitation has a strong impact on phase quadrature, which
may no longer correspond to the NNMs of the underlying conservative system. Figure 1 illustrates this
issue. The frequency response of the example structure (−) is shown for four different amplitudes of
single-point, single-harmonic excitation. The NNMs of this system are represented by solid lines (−).
It can be seen that the resonant peaks of two high-amplitude frequency responses do not correspond
to the first NNM. Furthermore, the point of phase quadrature (−−), which varies both in frequency
and amplitude, diverges from this NNM. This error appears to be difficult to predict based on the low-
amplitude behaviour as the agreement between the quadrature and the first NNM is almost perfect at
low amplitude. Phase quadrature points for the second NNM exist only for sufficiently-large response
amplitudes and form an alpha-shaped curve, which only partly corresponds to the NNM. This demon-
strates that, in this case, the quadrature curves are not analogous to the NNMs of the system. Even
larger discrepancies will be observed and discussed in this paper.
The experimental identification of NNMs is usually carried out using a single exciter. The objective
of this paper is to investigate the discrepancies that can arise between quadrature curves and NNMs
in such excitation conditions. The example structure will be exploited to demonstrate the potential
consequences of inappropriate forcing and study the influence of the spatial position of the excitation.
Based on energy arguments, this paper will also demonstrate that inappropriate excitations lead to
energy transfer and phase differences between DOFs, which are responsible for inaccurate quadrature
conditions. In Section 2, the example structure and its NNMs are discussed. Then in Section 3,
the excitation necessary to isolate a specific NNM motion is calculated using energy arguments and
is numerically demonstrated for the theoretical case in which an arbitrary number of DOFs can be
excited. The case where the external excitation is restricted to a single input force is then discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 further develops the energy arguments of Sections 3 to analyse energy transfer
between modes and qualitatively identify the regions where quadrature is (in)accurate. The approach
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Figure 1: Nonlinear frequency response of a clamped-clamped cross beam structure for four different
levels of excitation (−). The response of the structure is shown at the excited DOF (co-located).
The green curves (−−) trace out the loci of periodic responses that are in phase quadrature with the
excitation, and the thick black curves (−) show the NNMs of the underlying conservative system.
is exploited to discuss the merits of different excitation locations. Conclusions of this study are drawn
in Section 6.
2 Example structure—a beam with two closely-spaced modes
The cross beam structure, illustrated in Figure 2 and studied previously in [28], is used as a motivating
example throughout this paper. The doubly-clamped boundary conditions couple the transverse (bend-
ing) and axial (stretching) motions of the main beam, leading to nonlinear geometric effects [29]. Such
nonlinearity is reminiscent of a number of applications in aeronautics andmicro-mechanics where non-
linearity arises from finite displacements [30–32]. Two masses are attached to the cross beam in order
to provide a means of adjusting both the torsional inertia and the symmetry of the system. When the
system is perfectly symmetric, the first two linear modes correspond to pure bending and pure torsion
motions of the main beam. However, in this paper, the masses are asymmetrically positioned — one
mass is approximatively 9 mm closer to the mean beam compared to the other one — and adjusted
such that the first two natural frequencies are close. This leads to bending and torsion components in
both modes, although the first mode is dominated by bending and the second by torsion as the break
in symmetry is only slight.
The structure is modelled as a two-degree-of-freedom, nonlinear, modal model capturing the dynamics
of the first two modes of interest. Here we use the term mode with reference to a linearised version of
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Figure 2: Schematic of the clamped-clamped cross beam structure. The two masses are asymmet-
rically positioned on the cross beam, and tuned such that the first two linear natural frequencies are
0.5Hz apart. A smaller cross beam, without masses, provides additional locations for external excita-
tion.
휔푛1 휔푛2 휁1 휁2 훼1 훼2 훼3 훼4 훾1 훾2 훾3 훾4 훾5
(rad s−1) (×10−3) (×1) (×106)
101.61 104.58 7.6 2.6 56.7 -52.4 -14.9 42.7 128 32 25 2 0.8
Table 1: Linear and nonlinear model parameters of the clamped-clamped cross beam structure.
the model, hence the modal model may, and does, exhibit mode cross-coupling due to nonlinearities.
The equations of motion take the form
퐪̈(푡) + 횵퐪̇(푡) + 횲퐪(푡) + 퐍퐪(퐪(푡)) = 퐩(푡), (1)
where횲 is the linear modal stiffness matrix, 횵 is a diagonal matrix, 횵푖,푖 = 2휁푖휔푛푖, 푖 = 1, 2, representinglinear modal damping and 퐩(푡) is the modal forcing vector. The vector 퐍퐪(퐪) of nonlinear internalforces is chosen to be a sum of quadratic and cubic terms as
퐍퐪(퐪) =
(
훼1푞21 + 2훼2푞1푞2 + 훼3푞
2
2 + 훾1푞
3
1 + 3훾2푞
2
1푞2 + 훾3푞1푞
2
2 + 훾4푞
3
2
훼2푞21 + 2훼3푞1푞2 + 훼4푞
2
2 + 훾2푞
3
1 + 훾3푞
2
1푞2 + 3훾4푞1푞
2
2 + 훾5푞
3
2
)
. (2)
This modal model was obtained through the reduction of a large-scale finite-element (FE) model of
the structure using the implicit condensation and expansion method (ICE) [33]. The FE model was
built in Abaqus using nonlinear geometric elements and comprised of 1914 DOFs. The equations of
motion of this physical model take the form
퐌퐱̈(푡) +퐊퐱(푡) + 퐟nl(퐱(푡)) = 퐟 (푡), (3)
where퐌 and 퐊 are the linear mass and stiffness matrices, respectively, 퐟nl(퐱(푡)) is the nonlinear forcevector and 퐟 (푡) is the vector of external forces applied to the structure. The modal forcing vector
퐩(푡) is obtained by projection of the physical forces 퐟 (푡) onto the reduced basis of mass-normalised
linear mode shapes 횽. Note that only external excitation forces applied to the vertical DOFs of the
structure will be considered in this paper. The transformation from the reduced modal space to the
full physical space is given by 퐱 = 횽퐪. The linear and nonlinear properties of the system are listed in
Table 1. Damping parameters were taken from Refs. [28,34] where a similar system was investigated
experimentally.
The first two NNMs, or modes of the nonlinear system, for the beam structure were calculated using
the harmonic balance technique. Assuming that the responses of the modes may be written as
푞푖 ≈ 푢푖 = 푈푖 cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙푖
)
, (4)
where푈푖 and휙푖 denote the fundamental response amplitude and phase of the 푖th mode, respectively and
Ω represents the response frequency, the equations governing the frequency-amplitude dependence of
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the first and second NNMs may be written as(
휔2푛1 − Ω
2)푈1 + 3훾14 푈 31 + 푝3푈24 [3훾2푈 21 + 훾4푈 22 ] + 3훾34 푈1푈 22 = 0, (5a)(
휔2푛2 − Ω
2)푈2 + 푝3푈14 [훾2푈 21 + 3훾4푈 22 ] + 3훾34 푈 21푈2 + 3훾54 푈 32 = 0, (5b)
where 푝 = −1when the modes are in anti-phase (first NNM) and 푝 = +1when the modes are in-phase
(second NNM). Details of this derivation can be found in Appendix A. The NNMs were also obtained
numerically using an algorithm combining a harmonic balance solution and pseudo-arclength contin-
uation, but other methods could have been used [35]. Within the range of frequencies considered, the
agreement between analytical and numerical results is excellent.
TheNNMs of the cross beam structure are presented in Figure 3, giving the amplitude of the first (solid)
and second (dashed) linear modes as a function of the oscillation frequency. Due to the proximity
of the linear modes and the break in symmetry, the frequency of the NNMs approach each other
before veering off. This veering phenomenon is commonly observed in near-symmetric structures
with closely-spaced modes [36]. The shapes of the response of the structure vary significantly with
the response amplitude and lead to a swap of mode shapes between NNMs from low (Figures 3(b,
e)) to high amplitude (Figures 3(d, g)). Note the change of phase between the first and second NNM
(compare, for instance, Figures 3(b) and 3(g)).
3 Phase quadrature—arbitrary excitation conditions
The extension of phase quadrature to nonlinear systems was theoretically investigated in Ref. [16].
Following the principles of linear force appropriation [37], several methods [17–19] have exploited
phase quadrature to identify NNMs experimentally. The structures investigated so far have, however,
mostly been limited to systems that have, or can be approximated to, one DOF [38,39]. The objective
of this section is to numerically demonstrate that the phase quadrature condition can still be used
in the presence of strong nonlinear modal couplings, provided that a sufficient number of external
forces are applied to the systems. However, such excitations may not be considered in practice, even
for multi-DOF structures, as they are more difficult to implement experimentally. As such, the case
where an insufficient number of forces are used will be considered in Section 4. This section also
introduces the energy balance approach and exploits it to determine the excitation amplitude required
to obtain a specific NNMmotion. This approach will be revisited in Section 5 to analyse the accuracy
of quadrature curves.
3.1 Two-point excitation
The beam structure is excited with two synchronous, sinusoidal forces — one on the small cross beam
and one on themain beam (∙ and ∙ in Figure 4(a)). Starting from low-amplitude responses, the periodic
responses that are in quadrature with the excitation are found and their evolution for increasing forcing
amplitudes traced using numerical continuation. Two quadrature conditions are defined using the
phase between the excitation force and the response at the excitation point (co-located). Note that the
reduced-order modal model, Eq. (1), is used for this simulation, and hence a modal transformation is
required to extract the physical displacements.
The resulting quadrature curves are shown in Figure 4(a). A near-perfect agreement with the NNMs is
observed because the forcing required to isolate the NNMs can be reproduced with two input forces.
This may appear obvious as Eq. (1) is reduced to two modes. However, this result still holds for a
modal model comprising of five modes. Whilst some coupling between the first two modes and the
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Figure 3: NNMs of the beam structure. NNM 1: amplitude of modes 1 (−) and 2 (−−). NNM 2:
amplitude of modes 1 (−) and 2 (−−). (b-g) Deformation of the structure at the locations reported on
the frequency-amplitude curves.
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Figure 4: (a) Comparison between the NNMs (−) and the phase quadrature curves (−−,−−) obtained
by applying a single-harmonic excitation at the locations marked in the structure schematic (∙,∙). (b)
Amplitudes of the physical forces required to isolate the first and second NNMs. Force amplitude
curves are coloured according to their respective excitation locations.
three additional (bending) modes exists, it is negligible— the amplitudes of the three higher modes are
at least three orders of magnitude smaller than first two modes. As such, the NNMs are still very well-
approximated by the quadrature curves obtained with two input forces. Note that the higher harmonics
are not considered in this study because they are negligible compared to the fundamental component.
Figure 4(b) shows the excitation amplitudes at the small cross and main beam required to isolate both
NNMs. For the first NNM, both excitations have similar amplitudes although the excitation on the
main beam is slightly larger. At approximately 16.55 Hz, the amplitude of the excitation applied to
the main beam changes sign to become negative. When the excitation amplitude at the main beam
crosses zero (+), the excitation applied to the small cross alone provides the excitation necessary to
perfectly isolate the first NNM. This observation will be further discussed in Section 4.
As the excitation amplitude changes sign, it also changes its phase from 0 to −휋 rad. However, the
phase of the response at the excitation location remains unchanged and the excitation now exhibits
a 휋∕2-phase lag with the response. This may appear surprising because, for single-DOF systems,
the excitation is necessarily leading the response (provided damping is positive). In fact, past 16.55
Hz, the excitation applied to the small cross alone (∙) leads to an excessive excitation of the modal
coordinates. The excitation applied to the main beam (∙), being negative, moderates this, and so
achieving the forcing required to isolate the NNMs. Note that the modal forces resulting from the
sum of the physical excitations still shows a 휋∕2-phase lead with the response, which shows that the
overall role of the excitation forces applied to the system remains to compensate internal damping.
This observation will now be examined further using an energy-based approach.
3.2 Energy balance
Given a specific NNM motion, it is possible to calculate the excitation forces required to isolate its
motion using, for instance, harmonic balance [16]. An alternative approach, which is considered here,
is to use energy arguments as introduced in [40] and later developed in [41]. This approach is based
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on the observation that, for any periodic response of a system, the net energy transfer into or out of
the system, over one period, must be zero. For the system considered here, the only nonconservative
forces are the excitation and damping. As such, for the two-mode reduced order model, described by
Eq. (1), the energy relationship is
퐸퐷1 + 퐸퐷2 = 퐸푃 1 + 퐸푃 2 , (6)
where 퐸퐷푖 represents the energy lost by the 푖th mode due to damping, and 퐸푃 푖 represents the energygained by the 푖th mode due to external excitation. These are computed using
퐸퐷푖 = ∫
푇
0
2휁푖휔푛푖푞̇2푖 d푡 , and 퐸푃 푖 = ∫
푇
0
∑
푗
[
Φ푗,푖퐹푗 cos(Ω푡)
]
푞̇푖d푡 , (7)
where 푇 is the period of the response, the term in the square brackets is the 푗 th external excitation force
multiplied by Φ푗,푖—the mode shape of the 푖th mode at excitation point 푗. For notational convenience,
푗 will be considered equal to either 1 or 2, denoting the first and second excitation forces, for the
remainder of this paper. These excitation forces are sinusoidal and at frequency Ω, which is equal
to the response frequency of the fundamental components of the modes (see the assumed solution in
Eq. (4)). The excitation amplitudes, 퐹푗 , may be positive or negative, and hence the two forces may bein- or anti-phase.
Whilst Eq. (6) is general, and must be satisfied by any periodic response, in this paper we are specifi-
cally interested in forced responses that are equivalent to the conservative, NNM responses. As such,
the additional restriction that no energy may be transferred between the modes may be enforced. This
is equivalent to stating that the energy transfer into or out of each mode must be zero, expressed as
퐸퐷푖 = 퐸푃 푖 , for 푖 = 1, 2 . (8)
Using Eqs. (7) and assuming two external excitation forces, Eqs. (8) may be written
∫
푇
0
2휁푖휔푛푖푞̇2푖 d푡 = ∫
푇
0
Φ1,푖퐹1 cos (Ω푡) 푞̇푖d푡 + ∫
푇
0
Φ2,푖퐹2 cos (Ω푡) 푞̇푖d푡 , (9)
for 푖 = 1, 2. The assumed solutions for the linear modes, Eq. (4), may now be substituted into Eqs. (9)
to give
2휁푖휔푛푖Ω2푈 2푖 ∫
푇
0
sin2
(
Ω푡 − 휙푖
)
d푡 = −
(
Φ1,푖퐹1 + Φ2,1퐹2
)
Ω푈푖 ∫
푇
0
cos (Ω푡) sin
(
Ω푡 − 휙푖
)
d푡 , (10)
and, using 푇 = 2휋Ω−1 these may be written
2휁푖휔푛푖Ω푈 2푖 =
(
Φ1,푖퐹1 + Φ2,푖퐹2
)
푈푖 sin
(
휙푖
)
. (11)
It is assumed that the forced response is in quadrature with the responses, i.e. 휙푖 = ±휋∕2. As such,
sin
(
휙푖
)
= 푝푖 = ±1. Furthermore, it has been shown (Section 2) that, on the NNMs, the linear modesare in- or anti-phase, denoted 푝 = +1 and 푝 = −1 respectively. As such, we may define 푝2 = 푝푝1, andhence Eqs. (11) may be written
2휁1휔푛1Ω푈1 =
(
Φ1,1퐹1 + Φ2,1퐹2
)
푝1 , (12a)
2휁2휔푛2Ω푈2 =
(
Φ1,2퐹1 + Φ2,2퐹2
)
푝푝1 . (12b)
As the left-hand sides of Eqs. (12) are always positive, it follows that the right-hand sides must also
be positive. As 퐹1 and 퐹2 may be positive or negative, this highlights that a choice may be made
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regarding the sign of 푝1 — i.e. a positive 퐹1 and 퐹2 with 푝1 = +1 is equivalent to a negative 퐹1 and 퐹2with 푝1 = −1. Here, we choose to define 푝1 = +1 such that Eqs. (12) are written[
Φ1,1 Φ1,2
Φ2,1 Φ2,2
]∗( 퐹1
퐹2
)
=
(
푃1
푃2
)
=
(
2휁1휔푛1Ω푈1
2푝휁2휔푛2Ω푈2
)
, (13)
where (.)∗ denotes the transpose operator and 푃1 and 푃2 are the modal forcing amplitudes. Eq. (13) issimilar to the one obtained for linear systems [9], except that the amplitudes푈푖 are now a solution of thenonlinear Eqs. (5). Substituting such a solution into Eq. (13), the forcing amplitudes that are required
to obtain that response may be computed. To validate analytical predictions, Figure 5 compares the
force amplitudes predicted by Eqs. (13) (□,◊) and the results obtained using numerical continuation
for the case of the excitation considered in Figure 4, revealing a very good agreement.
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Figure 5: Forcing amplitudes required to isolate (a) the first and (b) the second NNMs with two input
forces. The first excitation considers one force on the small cross beam (−) and one on the main beam
(−) as in Figure 4(a). The second excitation uses forces at both tips of the cross beam (−,−). Analytical
predictions for the first excitation (□, ◊) agree very well with numerical continuation results (solid
lines).
Note that not all pairs of physical coordinates represent suitable excitation locations. In particular,
when both excitation locations lead to near-parallel modal force vectors, the modal forcing required to
isolate some NNM motions may be reached only with unrealistically large excitation amplitudes. As
already observed, one of the input forces may also change sign (and hence phase) to compensate for the
other input forces and maintain the appropriate excitation. As shown by Eqs. (13), this depends on the
choice of excitation locations (and hence the coefficients Φ푗,푖) which can be selected to minimise thiseffect. This is, for instance, the case of the blue and grey locations at the tips of the main cross beam
(Figure 5(a)). However, the placement of an exciter at these locations would be considered impractical
given the large displacements and rotations that the structure exhibits at these points.
In Section 5, the energy balance approach introduced in this section will be revisited for the case of a
single input force and used to analyse the accuracy of quadrature curves.
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4 Phase quadrature—restricted excitation conditions
The previous section has shown that the NNMs of a system can be captured accurately using a sufficient
number of suitably-positioned input forces. Furthermore, the number of excitation forces does not have
to be equal to the number of DOFs in the system, only to the number of strongly-interacting modes.
However, in many applications, structures may have a high modal density leading to a large number
of interacting modes, whilst the number of possible excitation locations is normally limited (often to
one) for experimental convenience and practicality. As such, this section investigates the case where
fewer excitation forces than interacting modes are considered.
A single-harmonic, single-point excitation force is now applied to the beam structure. The quadrature
condition imposes a phase difference of ±90 deg. between the phase of the excitation and the phase
of the response of the structure at the excited DOF. The quadrature curves obtained when considering
six different excitation locations are represented by dashed lines in Figure 6. Each quadrature curve
is coloured according to the location of the excitation, as shown in the structure schematic inset. The
first NNM of the underlying conservative system is represented in solid black (−).
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Figure 6: Comparison between the first NNM (−) and the quadrature curves obtained with a single-
harmonic, single-point excitation applied at the locations reported on the structure schematic. Insets
show the phase of the response at all the excitation locations for the periodic solutions highlighted by
◦. Quadrature curves, structure locations and insets are coloured accordingly.
The six excitation locations lead to six different quadrature curves — all approximating the same
NNM but with various degrees of accuracy, depending on the response frequency and amplitude.
For instance, the red and orange quadrature curves in Figure 6 show a completely different trend
from the NNM as frequency increases, despite a good agreement at first. Similar observations can be
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made of the green curve, which captures the NNM qualitatively but fails to capture it quantitatively,
despite the location of the excitation providing an almost perfect isolation of the first linear mode
(푃1 = 0.9999 and 푃2 = 6×10−3). Conversely, the grey curve fails to capture the low-amplitude region(including natural frequency) of the NNMbut becomes accurate at higher amplitudes. This variation in
the high-amplitude results regardless of the low-amplitude accuracy shows that linear modal analysis
considerations alone cannot be considered to appropriately select the position of the input force, at
least for the coupled system considered here.
Inspection of the quadrature curves alone does not allow us to identify which curve resembles the
NNM most closely. As with linear systems [37], an inaccurate isolation of the NNM will result in
phase differences in the response across the structure and hence the quadrature condition will not
be met for all coordinates. This observation is illustrated in Figure 6 with bar charts showing the
phases of the response of the structure at the different excitation locations. The colour of the outer
box surrounding the bar charts matches the quadrature curve under consideration. Figure 6 shows
that the phase differences observed across the structure cannot generally be overlooked as they are
symptomatic of potentially large errors between the quadrature and the NNM. In an experiment, they
should be carefully monitored. Section 5 will combine this notion of phase difference with energy
balance arguments to further analyse the source of (in)accurate quadrature and discuss the selection of
suitable excitation locations. Note that the response co-located with the excitation will always appear
at ±90 deg., as their phase difference was used to define the quadrature condition that is tracked using
numerical continuation.
From Figure 6, it is clear that the location of the excitation plays a key role in the resulting NNM
prediction. In fact, it dictates the ratio of input forces applied to modes 1 and 2. Figure 7 shows
the ratio of modal input forces required, theoretically, to obtain the first (▬) and second (▬) NNMs
up to a frequency of 20 Hz, as calculated using Eqs. (13). Modal force vectors were normalised for
presentation on the unit circle. The force vectors imposed by the single excitation locations considered
in Figure 6 are also represented as bullet points coloured according to their location.
Each location provides an excitation that is best suited to only one NNMmotion. Similar observations
were previously made in Figure 4(b) where the excitation applied to the small cross was the only
one required to isolate the NNM motion at 16.55 Hz (see +). At other frequencies, forcing at both
excitation points were needed. More generally, excitation locations also lead to either positive (∙,∙,∙)
or negative (∙,∙,∙,∙) ratios betweenmodal forces, and hence are more suited to either the first or second
NNM. While Figure 7 shows the exact ratio of first and second modes needed to capture particular
NNM motions, it does not mean that a given force ratio cannot be used to approximate the NNM
elsewhere.
The evolution of the exact modal forcing follows the evolution of the right-hand side of Eqs. (13) and
can therefore be understood a priori through the evolution of the mode shapes (Figure 3). For instance,
as the response of the first NNM evolves from bending to torsion, the location of the ideal excitation
evolves towards locations providing larger torsional components. Note, perhaps surprisingly, that op-
posite locations such as blue (∙) and purple (∙), or red (∙) and green (∙), lead to significantly different
modal forces and hence quadrature curves. This comes from the geometric asymmetry of the linear
modes that is induced by the asymmetric position of the concentrated masses. The geometric asym-
metry in the system is slight and would therefore be difficult to detect in practice. This suggest that
the appropriate excitation of more-complicated structure could be very challenging.
Figure 7 also includes a solid black line which represents all modal force vectors realisable by applying
the excitation force on one of the vertical DOFs of the finite element model. Interestingly, some modal
excitations cannot be achieved with a single input force and would require the superposition of two
forces. For instance, there is no location across the structure where a vertical excitation would provide
sufficient torsion and small-enough bending components to isolate the second NNM at low amplitude.
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Figure 7: Modal input force ratios required to obtain the first (▬) and second (▬) NNMs up to
a frequency of 20 Hz. Coloured bullet points show the force obtained for the excitation locations
reported on the structure schematic. (−) All possible modal force ratios achievable with an excitation
applied to only one vertical DOF of the finite element model.
It also appears that positioning actuators on the best locations could be challenging in practice; in
particular when the considered locations involve large displacements/rotations as, for instance, on the
cross beam (∙,∙,∙,∙). Such practical constraints further reduce the range of forcing vectors available
for NNM appropriation.
Figure 8 shows four quadrature curves obtained in the vicinity of the second NNM. The orange quadra-
ture curve, which was previously presented in Figure 6, is shown to join the second NNM when its
mode shape includes sufficient bending component. The trend of the grey quadrature curve is quali-
tatively different from the NNM. The blue location provides an excellent estimate of the entire NNM,
although small inaccuracies at low amplitude are noticeable. Similar inaccuracies are observable for
all excitation locations as the theoretically required excitation cannot be reached with a single input
force (Figure 7).
In addition to the quadrature curves found at low amplitude, other curves that exist only for sufficiently
large response amplitudes were found. This is, for instance, the case of the green quadrature curve
shown in Figure 8. The computation of that curve was initiated at high amplitude on the second NNM,
i.e. where the modal force vector is close to the modal force vector given by an excitation at the green
location. Half of this curve corresponds to the second NNM whereas the other half does not resemble
either of the NNMs. The presence of such isolated quadrature curves — disconnected from any linear
quadrature condition — can be attributed to the significant change in the NNM mode shapes with
amplitude (Figure 3).
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Figure 8: Comparison between the second NNM (−) and quadrature curves obtained with a single-
harmonic, single-point excitation applied at the locations reported on the structure schematic. Note
that the first NNM is also shown for comparison.
5 Influence of energy transfer on quadrature accuracy
Section 4 has shown that the quadrature curves obtained with a single-force excitation can be signif-
icantly different from the NNMs of the underlying conservative system. At best, quadrature curves
were shown to capture the NNM in a limited range of amplitudes. Furthermore, it was shown that
linear considerations may not allow for the identification of suitable excitation locations, in particular
for high-amplitude responses where the deformation of the structure has evolved from the underlying
linear mode shapes.
This section further develops the energy arguments presented in Section 33.2 to demonstrate that en-
ergy transfer between modes can be used to understand the accuracy of the quadrature condition. First,
the amplitude of the single-force excitation required to obtain a specific NNM motion is calculated
(Section 55.1), then the phase difference between modal responses introduced by energy transfer into
and out of a modal coordinate is derived analytically (Section 55.2). Analytical results are compared
to the numerical simulation results of Section 4.
5.1 Analytical prediction of the single-force excitation amplitude
The energy balancing approach, previously considered in Section 33.2 for the case where two exci-
tation forces are provided, is now applied for the case of a single excitation point. The relationship
between the forcing and damping energy, defined in Eqs. (6) and (7) enforce that there is no net energy
gain, or loss, from the system during one period of motion. For the case of a single force, the energy
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input in each mode cannot be modified separately and Eq. (6) cannot be separated into Eqs. (8). As
such, a single input force cannot control the transfer of energy from one mode to the other, which may
therefore be non-zero. For an NNM response, it is required that the net energy transfer between the
modes is zero; hence a single-point forcing cannot always reach an NNM precisely, as observed in
previous sections.
Combining Eqs. (6) and (7) for the case of a single forcing gives
∫
푇
0
2휁1휔푛1푞̇21d푡 + ∫
푇
0
2휁2휔푛2푞̇22d푡 = ∫
푇
0
Φ1,1퐹1 cos(Ω푡)푞̇1d푡 + ∫
푇
0
Φ1,2퐹1 cos(Ω푡)푞̇2d푡 . (14)
The assumed solutions for the linear modes, Eq. (4), are substituted into Eq. (14) to give
2휁1휔푛1Ω2푈 21 ∫
푇
0
sin2
(
Ω푡 − 휙1
)
d푡 + 2휁2휔푛2Ω2푈 22 ∫
푇
0
sin2
(
Ω푡 − 휙2
)
d푡 =
−Φ1,1퐹1Ω푈1 ∫
푇
0
cos (Ω푡) sin
(
Ω푡 − 휙1
)
d푡 − Φ1,2퐹1Ω푈2 ∫
푇
0
cos (Ω푡) sin
(
Ω푡 − 휙2
)
d푡, (15)
and, using 푇 = 2휋Ω−1 this is written
2휁1휔푛1Ω푈 21 + 2휁2휔푛2Ω푈
2
2 = Φ1,1퐹1푈1 sin
(
휙1
)
+ Φ1,2퐹1푈2 sin
(
휙2
)
. (16)
As in Section 33.2, it is assumed that the forced response is in quadrature with the applied excitation,
i.e. 휙푖 = ±휋∕2, and that sin
(
휙1
)
= 푝1 = +1 and sin
(
휙2
)
= 푝푝1. Hence Eq. (16) can be written as
2휁1휔푛1Ω푈 21 + 2휁2휔푛2Ω푈
2
2 = 푝1퐹1
(
Φ1,1푈1 + 푝Φ1,2푈2
)
, (17)
which may also be rearranged to give
퐹1 =
2Ω
(
휁1휔푛1푈 21 + 휁2휔푛2푈
2
2
)
Φ1,1푈1 + 푝Φ1,2푈2
. (18)
As in the case of two excitation forces, the solutions of Eqs. (5) may be substituted into Eq. (18) to
find the required forcing amplitude. Figure 9 compares the force amplitude calculated using Eq (18)
(−−) with the force amplitude obtained using numerical continuation (−) for the case of the green
excitation location. A very good agreement between analytical predictions and numerical results is
found in regions where the quadrature curve matches the NNM as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b)
below 16.5 Hz and above 16.7 Hz, respectively. Errors appear in regions where the quadrature curve
deviates from the NNM. This is because both modal coordinates are no longer in quadrature with the
excitation, which violates one of the assumptions leading to Eq. (18).
5.2 Phase error due to energy transfer
As discussed in [28, 41], energy transfer between modes results in phase differences between modes
that are different to that on the NNMs, i.e. 휙1 − 휙2 ≠ ±휋. Such phase differences were already noticedin Figure 6 where all the considered coordinates were not oscillating synchronously in quadrature with
the excitation.
To analytically predict the phase difference between modes, we consider the different possible mech-
anisms for transferring energy into and out of a mode, i.e. the modal forcing, the modal damping and
the nonlinear couplings with the other modes. For any periodic response, regardless of its proximity to
an NNM, the net energy transfer for any individual mode must be zero over one period. Considering
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Figure 9: Force amplitude required to isolate the first (a) and second (b) NNMs of the clamped-
clamped cross beam structure in the case of a single-point, single-harmonic excitation applied to the
green location (∙). Analytical predictions given by Eq. (18) (−−) and results obtained using numerical
continuation (−).
the first mode of the cross-beam, whose coupling terms are defined in Eq. (22), the condition for zero
net energy transfer may be written
∫
푇
0
[
2휁1휔푛1푞̇1
]
푞̇1d푡 + ∫
푇
0
[
3훾2푞21푞2 + 훾3푞1푞
2
2 + 훾4푞
3
2
]
푞̇1d푡 = ∫
푇
0
[
Φ1,1퐹1 cos(Ω푡)
]
푞̇1d푡. (19)
Substituting the assumed solutions for the linear modes, Eq. (4), into Eq. (19) and evaluating the
integrals (for 푇 = 2휋Ω−1) gives
2휁1휔1푈1Ω +
3
4
훾2푈
2
1푈2 sin
(
휙̂푑
)
+ 1
4
훾3푈1푈
2
2 sin
(
2휙̂푑
)
+ 3
4
훾4푈
3
2 sin
(
휙̂푑
)
= Φ1,1퐹1 sin
(
휙1
)
, (20)
where 휙1 − 휙2 = 휙̂푑 has been used. Here 휙̂푑 denotes the phase-error—i.e. the phase differencethat results from the energy transfer between the modes. Now, using the previous convention that
sin(휙1) = +1, Eq. (20) may be written
sin(휙̂푑) =
4
[
Φ1,1퐹1 − 2휁1휔1푈1Ω
][
3훾2푈 21 + 2훾3푈1푈2 cos(휙̂푑) + 3훾4푈
2
2
]
푈2
. (21)
Note that using the second equation of motion would lead to an expression similar to (21), providing
an identical estimate of the phase error, 휙̂푑 .Eq. (21) provides an estimation of the phase difference betweenmodes given a particular NNMmotion,
the location, and the amplitude of the excitation and the damping properties of the system. Using the
analytic approximation of the NNM (Eqs. (5)) and the estimation of the input force required to isolate
a NNMmotion (Eq. (18)), the nonlinear Eq. (21) may be solved for 휙̂푑 . This phase-error represents theaccuracy of the quadrature in representing a NNM — large values of 휙̂푑 correspond to less accuratequadrature conditions. Note that, in some cases, no real solutions for 휙̂푑 exist, representing a phase-error with a magnitude exceeding 휋∕2—i.e. where the quadrature solution is highly inaccurate and far
from the NNM it represents.
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Figure 10: Regions with large phase errors predict where quadrature curves will be inaccurate. NNMs
(solid lines) are coloured according to the magnitude of the phase error. All phase errors larger than
휋∕4 are coloured in black. Quadrature curves (dashed lines) are coloured according to the excitation
location in Figure 7: (a) main cross beam (∙), (b) small cross beam (∙). The intersection between the
quadrature curve and the second NNM is at 16.69 Hz (+).
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Figure 11: Comparison between the NNMs of the structure (coloured according to the magnitude of
the phase error) and the quadrature curves numerically obtained when damping ratios are ten times
smaller. Single-point harmonic excitation applied vertically to the orange location (∙). All phase errors
larger than 휋∕4 are coloured in black.
The NNMs of the beam structure are represented in Figure 10 with a colour scale showing the magni-
tude of the phase error 휙̂푑 . Overall, the analytical predictions correctly identify the regions where thequadrature curves obtained for a single-force excitation are (in)accurate. For instance, Figure 10(a)
shows that an excitation applied to the grey location (∙) is inadequate for the beginning of the first
NNM and for the whole of the second NNM. Conversely, the ability to recover a good estimation of
the first NNM at high amplitudes is also well captured.
The blue location is also shown to be inadequate for low-amplitude responses (Figure 10(b)). For the
second NNM, a small phase error is predicted where the quadrature curve intersects the actual NNM
(+). This intersection also occurs for the projection in the first mode. Beyond that region, moderately
small errors are predicted. Small phase errors are also predicted at high-amplitude on the first NNM.
This observation was exploited to find the isolated quadrature condition and track its evolution with
forcing amplitude using numerical continuation (the upper dashed curve −−).
Eq. (21) shows that the phase error depends on the damping properties of the system. As such, ex-
citation locations leading to inaccurate quadrature curves for some damping values may lead to more
accurate curves for lower levels of damping. This is illustrated in Figure 11 where the accuracy of
the curve obtained with a single-point excitation at the orange location is significantly improved when
the damping in the system is ten times smaller than that considered in Table 1. More specifically,
compared to Figures 6 and 8, the transition from the first to the second NNM no longer exists and
one of the quadrature curves matches a larger potion of the first NNM. The second NNM is also very
well captured by a second quadrature curve that starts at low response amplitude in the vicinity of the
second natural frequency. Quadrature conditions in that region were not found in Figures 6 and 8.
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Figure 12: Evolution of the phase error 휙̂푑 , Eq. (21), for the first NNM and the different force locationsreported on the structure schematic.
Note that the damping characteristics reported in Table 1 are reasonable for engineering systems as
obtained from experimental tests on a similar structure [28, 34].
5.3 Comparison between different excitation locations
Eq. (21) allows us to qualitatively estimate the accuracy of the quadrature curve without directly com-
puting it. Compared to numerical continuation which requires the calculation of the entire quadrature
curves, the analytic approach enables a rapid comparison of different excitation locations across the
structure. This is shown in Figure 12 for the excitation locations considered in the structure schematic
inset in the figure. The results are consistent with the previous analysis of these quadrature curves.
Close to the first natural frequency, the green location provides the best quadrature condition, fol-
lowed by the purple and then the grey locations as frequency increases. It can also be observed that
the blue location can provide a better quadrature curve than the orange and green locations for fre-
quencies larger than about 17 Hz. This observation is also consistent with the presence of the isolated
quadrature curve shown in Figure 10(b).
In Figure 13, each node of the structure is coloured according to the phase error obtained when apply-
ing the input force on the vertical DOF associated with that node. Three different NNM motions are
considered. For the first NNM, at 16.61 Hz, only the locations in the vicinity of the green excitation
point (see, for instance, Figure 6) provide relatively-low phase errors, which is consistent with earlier
observations. At 17.5 Hz, the phase error is small almost everywhere on the structure, which is ex-
pected given the behaviour of the phase error as amplitude increases (Figure 12). A small region on
the cross beam shows, however, high phase error values. This is because the denominator in Eq. (18)
is very small. So the force 퐹1 required to isolate the NNM motion considered is large and hence the
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Figure 13: Phase error 휙̂푑 obtained when considering each node of the finite-element model as the ex-citation location. Three particular NNMmotions are considered. Each node in the associated structure
schematic is coloured according to the magnitude of the phase error.
numerator of Eq. (21) is also large. The NNM motion taken at 16.69 Hz on the second NNM is the
same as the one highlighted in Figure 10(b)(+). One of the locations leading to a small phase er-
ror corresponds to the blue location, for which the quadrature curve was shown to coincide with the
second NNM (Figure 10(b)).
The successful analytical predictions provided by Eq. (21) shows that energy transfer between modes
is a key factor in the accuracy of quadrature curves. However, Eq. (21) may not be directly considered
as a quantitative estimation of the quadrature accuracy. Take, for example, the predictions made for
low amplitudes in Figure 11. The quadrature curve is regarded as inaccurate whereas the frequency-
amplitude evolution of the NNM is well reproduced. At high amplitude, the phase error remains very
small whereas the quadrature curve clearly starts to deviate from the NNM.
These issues arise from the nature of the coupling between the modes. In fact, all the curves in Fig-
ure 12 exhibit high (low) phase errors for low (high) response amplitudes. For near-linear responses,
energy transfer due to modal coupling are weaker and so a comparatively small energy transfer may
only be achieved by a large change in the phase between the modes. Conversely, a high-amplitude
response is likely to exhibit a strong modal coupling, and thus may transfer a very large amount of
energy, leading to smaller phase errors.
The above issues could also be partly attributed to the projection used in Figure 11. At low response
amplitude, the relative error appears more clearly in the second modal coordinate (not represented for
conciseness). However, the contribution of the second mode to the response of the system is at least
two orders of magnitude smaller than the first mode, such that the frequency-amplitude dependence of
the NNM remains well captured and the phase-error criterion can be considered as overly pessimistic.
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At high response amplitude, modal coordinates contribute equally to the response such that the phase-
error criterion is overly optimistic.
6 Conclusion
Quadrature curves extracted from the forced and damped response of a structure are often consid-
ered to represent the nonlinear normal modes of that structure. This paper has shown that significant
errors between quadrature curves and nonlinear normal modes can exist when a limited number of
input forces is used and, in particular, when the excitation is restricted to a single input force as it
is frequently the case in practice. The structure analysed — a doubly-clamped cross beam structure
— was particularly challenging due to the presence of strong modal couplings (1:1 interaction), the
significant evolution of the nonlinear mode shapes with amplitude and the spatial decoupling between
bending and torsion introduced by the cross shape of the physical structure. As such, quadrature curves
obtained with a single force were found to be very sensitive to the location of the excitation.
By considering the energy transferred between the degrees of freedom of the system, we were able
to construct an analytical expression to estimate the phase error introduced by particular forcing con-
ditions. Although this phase error may not directly map to the accuracy of the quadrature curves,
it proved to be a good accuracy indicator. The phase error was exploited to identify regions of the
nonlinear normal modes that can be well captured with given excitation conditions. It was also used
to highlight the forcing locations that could be used to capture a particular nonlinear normal mode
motion.
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A Analytical approximation of NNMs
The equations of motion describing the backbone curves of the reduced order model are found by
combining Eqs. (1) and (2) and removing the forcing and damping terms to give
푞̈1 + 휔2푛1푞1 + 훾1푞
3
1 + 3훾2푞
2
1푞2 + 훾3푞1푞
2
2 + 훾4푞
3
2 = 0, (22a)
푞̈2 + 휔2푛2푞2 + 훾2푞
3
1 + 훾3푞
2
1푞2 + 3훾4푞1푞
2
2 + 훾5푞
3
2 = 0. (22b)
It is then assumed that the responses of the modes may be written
푞푖 ≈ 푢푖 = 푈푖 cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙푖
)
, (23)
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where 푈푖 and 휙푖 denote the fundamental response amplitude and phase of the 푖th mode respectively,andΩ represents the response frequency. These assumed responses are now substituted into Eqs. (22).
Then, using a harmonic balance approximation, the non-resonant terms (i.e. those terms that do not
resonate at frequency Ω) are removed, giving
푢̈1 + 휔2푛1푢1 +
푈1
4
[
3훾1푈 21 + 2훾3푈
2
2
]
cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙1
)
+
3푈2
4
[
2훾2푈 21 + 훾4푈
2
2
]
cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙2
)
+ (24a)
3훾2
4
푈 21푈2 cos
(
Ω푡 − 2휙1 + 휙2
)
+
훾3
4
푈1푈
2
2 cos
(
Ω푡 + 휙1 − 2휙2
)
= 0,
푢̈2 + 휔2푛2푢2 +
3푈1
4
[
훾2푈
2
1 + 2훾4푈
2
2
]
cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙1
)
+
푈2
4
[
2훾3푈 21 + 3훾5푈
2
2
]
cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙2
)
+ (24b)
훾3
4
푈 21푈2 cos
(
Ω푡 − 2휙1 + 휙2
)
+
3훾4
4
푈1푈
2
2 cos
(
Ω푡 + 휙1 − 2휙2
)
= 0.
Note that the quadratic nonlinear terms originally present in Eqs. (1) have been ignored in Eqs. (22)
because they would not appear in the resonant equations of motion [42]. Quadratic terms are also
ignored in the energy analysis as they have a negligible influence on the results and removing them
considerably simplifies the analytical expressions.
Using the assumed solutions, Eqs. (24) may then be written{(
휔2푛1 − Ω
2)푈1 + 3훾14 푈 31 + 3푈24 [3훾2푈 21 + 훾4푈 22 ] cos (휙푑) + 훾34 푈1푈 22 [2 + cos (2휙푑)]
}
cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙1
)
−
푈2
4
{
3
[
훾2푈
2
1 + 훾4푈
2
2
]
sin
(
휙푑
)
+ 훾3푈1푈2 sin
(
2휙푑
)}
sin
(
Ω푡 − 휙1
)
= 0, (25a){(
휔2푛2 − Ω
2)푈2 + 3푈14 [훾2푈 21 + 3훾4푈 22 ] cos (휙푑) + 훾34 푈 21푈2 [2 + cos (2휙푑)] + 3훾54 푈 32
}
cos
(
Ω푡 − 휙2
)
+
푈1
4
{
3
[
훾2푈
2
1 + 훾4푈
2
2
]
sin
(
휙푑
)
+ 훾3푈1푈2 sin
(
2휙푑
)}
sin
(
Ω푡 − 휙2
)
= 0. (25b)
where휙푑 = 휙1 − 휙2. Noting that the terms in the curly braces, i.e. {∙}, corresponding to sin
(
Ω푡 − 휙1
)
and sin (Ω푡 − 휙2) are equal, Eqs. (25) are satisfied when(
휔2푛1 − Ω
2)푈1 + 3훾14 푈 31 + 3푈24 [3훾2푈 21 + 훾4푈 22 ] cos (휙푑) + 훾34 푈1푈 22 [2 + cos (2휙푑)] = 0, (26a)(
휔2푛2 − Ω
2)푈2 + 3푈14 [훾2푈 21 + 3훾4푈 22 ] cos (휙푑) + 훾34 푈 21푈2 [2 + cos (2휙푑)] + 3훾54 푈 32 = 0, (26b)
3
[
훾2푈
2
1 + 훾4푈
2
2
]
sin
(
휙푑
)
+ 훾3푈1푈2 sin
(
2휙푑
)
= 0. (26c)
Equation. (26c) is satisfied when 휙푑 = 0, i.e. the case where the two modes are in-phase, or when
휙푑 = 휋, where the two modes are in anti-phase. Substituting these solutions into Eqs. (26a) and (26b)gives (
휔2푛1 − Ω
2)푈1 + 3훾14 푈 31 + 푝3푈24 [3훾2푈 21 + 훾4푈 22 ] + 3훾34 푈1푈 22 = 0, (27a)(
휔2푛2 − Ω
2)푈2 + 푝3푈14 [훾2푈 21 + 3훾4푈 22 ] + 3훾34 푈 21푈2 + 3훾54 푈 32 = 0, (27b)
where 푝 = +1 when the modes are in-phase (second NNM) and 푝 = −1 when the modes are in anti-
phase (first NNM). Equations (27)may now be solved to find the fundamental amplitudes of themodes,
푈1 and 푈2, in terms of the response frequency, Ω.
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